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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we introduce a new method for the study of the initial value 
problem 
wheref(u) is locally Lipschitz continuous and U,,(X) is bounded and of locally 
bounded variation on (- CO, m). 
In general no classical solution of (1.1) and (1.2) exists even if f and u,, are 
smooth. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to establish the existence 
of weak solutions by the methods of vanishing viscosity [l] finite dif- 
ferences [2] and smoothing [3].l 
The weak solution is not necessarily unique. To attain uniqueness one 
usually imposes additional restrictions which are motivated by stability 
arguments or by physical considerations (whenever (1.1) is studied in con- 
nection with a physical model). 
Here we establish the existence of a solution which satisfies the condition 
proposed by Hopf [5J2 S UC h a solution is constructed first in the special case 
where z+,(x) is a step function and f(u) is piecewise linear. For Us 
a step function, a local solution can be constructed as a superposition of 
solutions of the Riemann problem. In general, the solution of the Riemann 
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problem for (1.1) consists of constant states separated by shocks and/or 
simple ccntcred waves. If, however, f(u) is piecewise linear, then the con- 
stant states of the solution of the Riemann problem are separated exclusively 
by shocks (some of which may be contact discontinuities). This observation 
provided the motivation for developing the method which is presented in the 
present paper. Since simple waves are eliminated, the only possible inter- 
actions involve shock waves and lead to new Riemann problems. We show that 
by a solution of Riemann problems, the local solution of (I. 1) and sucessive 
(1.2) for u,,(x) a step function and piecewise linear f(u) can be extended 
onto a global solution. 
In the general case, we approximatef(u) by a sequence of piecewise linear 
functions and u,,(x) by a sequence of step functions. We then establish 
existence through a compactness argument suggested by Oleinik [2]. 
It is conceivable that a similar approach may be proved fruitful in the 
study of the initial value problem for systems of conservation laws. Certain 
results in this direction for the second-order wave equation 
Utt = +&! (1.3) 
have been obtained by L. Leibovich (Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1971). 
2. ADMISSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Following Hopf [5], we state the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A locally bounded and measurable function u(x, t) on 
(- 03, co) x [0, co) is called an admissible weak solution of (1.1) and (1.2), 
if for any nondecreasing function h(u) and any smooth nonnegative function 
(b(x, t) with compact support in (- 00, 00) x [0, oo), 
jmjm [W bt + JYu) dzl dx dt + jm +,) 4(x, 0) dx > 0, (2.1) 
0 -cc -co 
where 
Remark. An application of (2.1) for h(u) = 1 and h(u) = - 1 yields 
jr j”, [u+t +f(u) &.I dx dt + s”‘, uotx) +(x9 O) dx = ‘, (2.3) 
s If u(x, t) is defined on (- CC, co) x [0, T) and (2.1) is satisfied for every non- 
negative +(x, t) with compact support in (-co, 00) x [O, T), then C&C, t) is called 
a local admissible weak solution of (1 .l), (1.2) on (- cc, m) x [O, 2’). 
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which is the standard condition satisfied by any weak solution of (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
In the case of piecewise constant solutions with smooth shocks, (2.1) can be 
reduced to a local form: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A piecewise constant function u(x, t) with smooth line 
&continuities which satisfies (1.2) is an admissible weak solution of (1.1) and 
(1.2) ;f and only if the following condition is satisjied: Suppose that x = x(t), 
t E (a, b), z’s any line of discontinuity of u(x, t) and let 
Then, 
(i) the curve s(t) is a straight line with slope 
ds 
z= 
f @+> -fW; 
u+ - u- 
(ii) for any u between u- and u+, 
f(u+> -f(u) <f(U’) -fW 
u+ - u *+ -u- - 
(2.4) 
The argument of Hopf [5] shows that, in the case considered here, weak 
solutions satisfy (i) and (ii); the proof of the converse is not difficult and is 
omitted. 
Remark. Equation (2.4) is the classical Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition 
while (2.5) is the E-condition proposed by Oleinik [6]. If (1.1) is genuinely 
nonlinear, (2.5) reduces to uf < u- if f is strictly convex, u- < U+ if f is 
strictly concave (compare with Lax [4]). 
3. EXISTENCE OF ADMISSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
The main result of this work is contained in the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that uO(.) is continuous on the left, of locally 
bounded variation on (- co, CO) and 
m < u&> < N XE(- co, co). (3.1) 
Furthermore, let f (u) be locally Lipschitz continuous and 
If(u)-fW GKI@--‘I, for all u, u’ E [m, AI]. (3.2) 
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Then there exists an admissible weak solution u(x, t) of (1 .l) and (1.2) which has 
the following properties : For every fixed t E [0, co), the function u( ., t) is continu- 
ous on the left, bounded from above by M, from below by m, and is of locally 
bounded variation on (- cc, CD). Moreover, the restriction of u(., t) on any 
interval [xl , x2] is solely determined by the restriction of z+,(.) on the interval 
[x1 - Kt, x2 -+ k’t] (finite domain of dependence) and 
(3.3) 
The proof will be given first in two special cases: 
LEMMA 3.1 (The Riemann problem for the polygonal approximation). 
Assume that f is piecewise linear, satisJes (3.2), and 
uo(x) Es 241 ) for - cc < s < 0, 
Es u, , forO<x<co, 
(3.4) 
where ut and u, are constants in [m, M]. Then there exists an admissible weak 
solution of (1.1) and (1.2) which consists of a jkite number of constant states 
separated by shocks centered at the origin. 
Proof. Suppose first that uI < u, . The boundary of the convex hull of the 
set ((u, v) 1 u1 < u < U, , v >f(u)j is a polygonal line with vertices at points 
(Ul ,f(%)), (ul, f(u%..., (uk, f(4), (UT 3 f(%)), uz < u1 < *.- -=c uk < u, 3 
where (ul, f (d)) ,..., (uk, f (u”)) are also vertices of the graph qf f. Note that 
_ K <fk’) -f (‘I) <f (‘“) -f(“) < . . . <f (‘;l If($l’ 
ul - u1 u2 - 22 U 
(3.5) 
We set 
u(x, t) = Ul ) 
for _ co < 5 <f(U') -f(%) ) 
t 241 - 241 
z ul, for f(4 -f(uJ < 5 <f (u”) -f(u’) ) 
ul - u1 t 242 - I41 
(3.6) 
= .uk - , 
for f(u”> -f(u”-‘) < x < f(%) -f(u”) , 
& - Uk-1 t u, - uk 
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It is clear that U(X, t) satisfies (2.4) and (2.5) and hence it is an admissible 
solution of (1.1) and (1.2). 
In the case u1 > u, , let (u, ,f(u,)>, (u”,~(u~)),..., V,fW>, (UZ IfWy 
U,<Uk<... < u1 < ul, be the vertices of the boundary of the convex hull 
of the set ((u, V) 1 u, < u < u1 , v <f(u)>. Then it is easy to verify that the 
function u(x, t) given by (3.6) is again an admissible weak solution of (1.1) 
and (1.2). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. The assertion of Proposition 3.1 is true zff (u) ispiecewise linear, 
satisJies (3.2), and 
(3.7) 
rw 11, fw%-,<x<a 
where v, ,..., v, are constants in [m, MJ. 
Proof. Let {(ul, f (d)),..., (us, f (us))> be th eset of all vertices of thegraph 
off with ordinates in [m, M]. We set 
J _= {U’,...) us} u {v, ,...) v,}. 
We will say that a function u(x, t) on (- co, 03) x [0, Tj is of class D, if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) u(x, t) is an admissible local weak solution of (1.1) and (1.2) on 
(- ~0, a~> x LO, T). 
(ii) For any fixed t E [0, T), u(., t) is a step function with values in J, 
continuous on the left and of bounded variation on (- co, CO). Moreover, 
(iii) For any t, t’ E [0, T), 
f 
@ 1 u(x, t) - u(x, t’)l dx < K I t - t’ I (v&U&). P-9) 
--m 
We will prove that there exists a function u(x, t) of class D, . To this end 
it is sufficient to show that first for some r > 0 there is a function in D, and 
second that if U(X, t) is of class DT for some T > 0, then there exists T’ > T 
and an extension of u(x, t) on (- co, 03) x [0, T’) which is of class D,p . 
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Since u”(x) is a step function, by superimposing solutions of the 
Riemann problem (Lemma 3.1) one obtains an admissible local solution 
u(x, t) of (1.1) and (1.2) on (- co, co) x [0, T) provided that 7 is small 
enough so that no interactions occur. It is clear that (3.8) holds as an equality 
for any t E [0, 7). Also (3.9) is satisfied since K is a bound of the slope of 
every shock of U(X, t). Therefore, U(X, t) is of class D, . 
Suppose now that U(X, t) is of class D, . On account of (3.9) there exists a 
function in L&J- co, co) which will be denoted by u(x, T) such that 
and 
U(% t) 
d,c(kv) 
+ 4% T), t+ T, (3.10) 
I m I 4x, T) - u(x, t)l dx < J-C I T-t I (pm, u,(.), for any t E [0, T]. --m (3.11) 
Furthermore, in virtue of (3.8) and by Helly’s selection principle, U(X, T) 
can be identified with a function of bounded variation, continuous on the left, 
in which case 
(5:) 4.3 T) G (3& %(.h (3.12) 
U(% q -+ u(x, T), t -+ T, essentially on (- 00, co). (3.13) 
In particular, (3.12) and (3.13) imply that U(X, T) is piecewise constant with 
values in J and has a finite number of discontinuities. Hence, by super- 
imposing solutions of the Riemann problem, it is possible to construct an 
admissible local solution U(X, t) of (1.1) on (- 00, CO) X [T, 7”) which 
admits initial conditions U(X, T). As before, (3.9) will be satisfied for any 
t, t’ E [T, T’). Moreover, 
(J$)U(X, t) = (pJ4X, q for all t E [T, T’). (3.14) 
Recalling (3.11) and (3.12), we conclude that the extended u is of class D,J . 
The existence of some solution of (1.1) and (1.2) in D, has thus been 
established. Note that the method of construction guarantees that the solution 
has the finite domain of dependence property so that (3.3) follows from (3.8). 
Q.E.D. 
&rr~~rk. The proof of Lemma 3.2 suggests the following numerical 
method of construction of a solution of (1.1) and (1.2) for piecewise linear 
f(u) and u&x) ,a step function: By superimposing solutions of the Riemann 
problem we construct a local solution on (- co, co) x [0, T,), Tl being the 
time where the first shock interaction will occur. We then repeat the process 
using U(X, TJ as new initial conditions (which is again a step function) 
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thus extending the solution onto (- cc, ok) x [0, Ta), where T, is the time 
the first new shock interaction will occur and so on. Unfortunately there is 
no guarantee that one can reach by this procedure every point t E [0, 03) in a 
finite number of steps. Suppose however that f(u) is convex or concave. In 
this case, it is seen easily that the interaction of two (or more) shocks always 
produces a single shock so that the global solution can be constructed in a 
finite number of steps. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Assume first that uO(x) is of bounded variation 
on (- cc, cc). Then there exists a sequence {z@)(x)} of step functions of 
the form (3.7) such that 
Consider also a sequence { fn(u)} of p iecewise linear functions with vertices 
at the points (~“,f(uO)),..., (zP,~(u”)), where ui = m + i(M - m)/n, 
i = o,..., n. Note that on account of (3.2), 
Ifn(4 -fn(u’>I \< K I u - 24’ I , for all u, 24’ E [WZ, M], n = 1, 2,..., 
for all u E [m, M], 
(3.17) 
n = 1, 2,... . 
(3.18) 
Let u,(x, t) be the admissible weak solution of the initial value problem 
Ut +fn(&! = 0, (x, t) 6 (- a, a> x [O, a>, (3.19) 
u(x, 0) = z&‘(x), xe(- a, a), (3.20) 
whose existence has been established by Lemma 3.2. For any fixed t E [0, co) 
and in virtue of (3.8) and (3.16), the sequence {un(., t)} is uniformly bounded 
and of uniformly bounded variation on (- co, cc). Therefore, by Helly’s 
selection principle and Cantor’s diagonalization process, there exists a 
subsequence (u,,(x, t)} of {u,(x, t)} such that for every rational t’ in [0, co), 
{u~,(., t’)} is convergent pointwise as well as in L:,,(- co, co). For any 
t E [0, co), any rational t’ E [0, co) and any - co < x1 < X, < co, we have 
< jm 1%(X, t> - h&, t’>l dx +jz’ 1u,Jx, t’) - u,Jx, t’)] dx 
i”r - 
“1 
1 %a& t’) - u,~(x, t)l dx. 
--m 
(3.21) 
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From (3.21), (3.9), and (3.16) we deduce that (u,J*, t)) is convergent in 
L&J- co, co) uniformly in t for t in compact sets. In particular, {u~,(x, t)> 
is convergent in Lt,,((- co, co) x [0, co)) and let 
%Le(% t) 
&((-mm)xtom)) 
+ u(x, t), K-t 00. (3.22) 
For any fixed t E [O, 00) and on account of Helly’s selection principle, u(*, t) 
(modified if necessary on a set of measure zero) is bounded from above by 
M, from below by m, is continuous on the left and of bounded variation on 
(- co, co). Moreover, 
(3.23) 
We claim that U(X, t) is the desired weak admissible solution of (1.1) and 
(1.2). Indeed, fix an increasing function h(u) and a nonnegative function 
+(x, t) with compact support in (- co, co) x [0, co). From (2.1), 
(3.25) 
Thus, 
jm jm 
0 --a, [I(4 dt + %4 &cl dx dt + jw &,) d(x, 0) dx -cc 
We set 
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Using (2.2),4 (3.25), (3.17), and (3.18) one obtains easily the estimates 
(3.27) 
j I(u,) - I(t@))I < H 1 u. - u$) j , (3.28) 
IC&) - C&n,)l = / j:'*h(O df.,(O~< IQ? I G., - u I , (3.29) 
E / 44 [f(u) -f&41 - j: (f(f) -4&t>> dW / 
< K[H + h(M) - h(m)] 2. (3.30) 
Recalling (3.22) and (3.15) we conclude that the right side of (3.26) tends 
to zero as K -+ cc so that (2.1) is satisfied. Hence u(x, t) is an admissible 
weak solution of (1.1) and (1.2). 
For k = 1, 2,..., u,Jx, t) has the finite domain of dependence property 
and this endows u(x, t) with the same property. Therefore, we can relax 
the assumption that u,,(x) is of bounded variation on (- co, co) and replace 
it by the condition that q,(x) is of locally bounded variation. Furthermore, 
(3.3) follows from (3.23).5 Q.E.D. 
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